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ABSTRACT
We introduce the Internet of Data Apps (IoDA), representing
the next natural progression of the Internet, Big Data, AI, and
the Internet of Things. Despite advancements in these fields,
the full potential of universal data access - the capability to
seamlessly consume and contribute data via data applications
- remains stifled by organizational and technological silos.
To address these constraints, we propose the designs of an
IoDA layer borrowing inspirations from the standard Internet
protocols. This layer facilitates the interconnection of data
applications across different devices and domains. This short
paper serves as an invitation to dialogue over this proposal.

1 Introduction
Three decades ago, Mark Weiser predicted a future where
technology would become a seamless part of our lives [34].
This prediction is now reflected in the numerous data sources
that are part of our everyday existence, such as mobile de-
vices, the Internet of Things (IoT), wearable tech, connected
vehicles, and smart infrastructures [3, 15, 30, 9, 10]. These
sources aren’t restricted to tangible hardware or software ap-
plications but can also include conceptual collections, such
as the data produced by entire buildings or campuses. Con-
currently, we’ve seen a rise in data-driven applications de-
signed to interact with these data sources, offering solutions
for navigation [16], food delivery [14], ride-hailing [20], event
planning [21], and home automation [4].

Despite the ubiquity of both data sources and applications,
universal data access – the ability for everyone to consume
and contribute data – is not yet a reality. To understand this,
consider how devices connect to networks. When you visit
a new city, your smartphone automatically connects to the
local network. At a restaurant, you join the public Wi-Fi
without any issues. This ease of connectivity is not mirrored
in data access. Today, consuming diverse data types – real-
time traffic updates, air quality readings, local event sched-
ules, public safety notices, or e-bike or scooter availability
– often means toggling between separate, disconnected data
apps. This fragments user experience, and leads to loss of
valuable insights and time, making it difficult to leverage the
full potential of the available data.

Similarly, these data apps/platforms are typically limited
in their ability to incorporate user data contributions, pre-
venting potentially valuable inputs from being used effec-
tively. Consider, for example, if your smartphone could share
real-time network quality data across different city areas.

This data could then be easily collated, aiding more informed
decisions about connectivity. Likewise, if connected vehi-
cles could share real-time traffic and road condition data to
enhance traffic management. Or, imagine if local businesses
could contribute data about current wait times at restaurants
or the availability of rental bikes at specific locations.

Existing data apps like Google Maps [16], while effective
at aggregating certain types of data, are not designed to pro-
vide a universal data access experience. Because these data
aggregators face the same data access limitations, hindering
their ability to evolve and provide universal access. For ex-
ample, they cannot dynamically integrate information from
varied sources according to users’ changing needs, As inter-
faces to access data, these data apps’ limitations ultimately
impact the user’s ability to gain universal data access.

We observe that achieving universal data access is compli-
cated by two primary obstacles. The first one is the semantic
gap, referring to the difference between the raw data gen-
erated by sources and the processed, ready-to-use data re-
quired by applications. Transforming raw data into a format
usable by applications – a process we refer to as data cu-
ration – involves various steps such as filtering, transforma-
tion, and aggregation. The second obstacle is the technical
stack gap or (stack gap for short), which prevents seamless
data access between data apps due to the lack of interoper-
ability across different technological stacks supporting/be-
hind the data apps. This can include difficulties in discov-
ering, authenticating, and authorizing data access and actual
exchanges of data across the stacks. In fact, modern data
infrastructures (§2), while designed to address the semantic
gap, often exacerbate the stack gap by increasing complex-
ity and hindering interoperability. As a result, even when
other potential obstacles such as policies and privacy regula-
tions permit data access, the fundamental challenges posed
by these two gaps can still prevent data applications from
easily accessing each other’s data.

In this paper, we argue that for universal data access to be-
come a reality, two things need to happen. First, we must
be able to carry out data curation on an Internet-scale to
bridge the semantic gap. Second, this curated data should
be exchangeable between data applications with the stack
gap out of the way. How to achieve the two goals? For the
semantic gap, our conjecture (§2) is that addressing the se-
mantic gaps has now become feasible and scalable due to
the advancements in the field of machine learning, particu-
larly the introduction of solutions like GPT/LLM [33]. These
advanced AI models are capable of understanding, interpret-



ing, and manipulating data in sophisticated ways that were
previously unattainable [26]. For the stack gap, we argue we
should draw inspirations from the design principles of the
Internet [24], particularly in how it achieves interconnection
across diverse networks. In much the same way, we need to
focus on creating an infrastructure that can connect various
data apps and their “app domains”, crossing their stack gaps.

With these insights, we propose the Internet of Data Apps
(IoDA)1—a universal data access layer aimed at furthering
Weiser’s vision by enabling ubiquitous data access at Internet-
scale. In this paper, we outline the design principles for IoDA
and present a technical design that aligns with these princi-
ples. Our vision is to create a world where individuals and
systems can seamlessly consume and contribute data, repre-
senting a natural progression of the Internet and the Internet
of Things as we know and rely on them today.

2 The Vision
In this section, we present the trends/vision, examples, and
requirements of IoDA.

2.1 Primer and Trends

We observe the following emerging trends, each contributing
to the contexts based on which our Internet of Data Apps
vision will develop:

• Proliferation of mobile and IoT devices: The number
of mobile and IoT devices [4, 13, 15, 5] is continuously
increasing, with users relying on these devices for diverse
daily tasks. This trend is facilitating the ubiquity of data
access, with both users and their devices acting as data
sources. However, a gap exists between the data generated
and its accessibility and usability. Today, while we can
view varied data types on our phones and our devices can
produce a wealth of data, the ability to aggregate, process,
and use this information effectively is limited.

• Big data processing frameworks: The evolution of big
data processing frameworks, such as Databricks [6] and
Snowflake [19], alongside the emergence of data integra-
tion tools like Fivetran [1] and Airbyte [12], has trans-
formed how we handle and manipulate large data sets.
These tools allow efficient data management, which are
complementary and instrumental in supporting universal
data access.

• Maturity of AI and language models: Advances in AI,
particularly language models, have revolutionized data au-
tomation and processing. Models like GPT have shown re-
markable competence in natural language tasks [33], while
others have exhibited the capability to process complex
database queries [29] and carry out data processing tasks [26].
These advancements provide a robust foundation for data
curation, an integral part of achieving IoDA’s vision.

• Non-universal data access: Despite the aforementioned
advancements, universal data access remains elusive. In

1Pronounced as U-DA. As in, IoDA provides universal data access.

particular, today’s data landscape is fragmented, with data
sources and applications often functioning in isolation. This
lack of interoperability restricts data’s potential, hindering
its accessibility and usability.

IoDA vision: With these trends as context, we argue that a
universal data access layer should emerge. It should lever-
age the ubiquity of data sources and the advancements in AI
and data processing frameworks to address the challenge of
non-universal data access. The goal is to create an infras-
tructure that facilitates bridging semantic gap through AI-
enabled data curation while eliminating the stack gap by pro-
moting interoperability across diverse data applications. In
doing so, IoDA seeks to actualize the promise of universal
data access, enabling individuals and systems to seamlessly
consume and contribute data at an Internet-scale.

2.2 The Real-world Drives for IoDA

In what follows, we explain the more tangible benefits of the
IoDA from the perspectives of end-users and enterprises.
#1: Benefits for enterprises. The promise of universal data
access bears significant implications for enterprises, espe-
cially in optimizing operational efficiency, resource utiliza-
tion, and cost-saving. Consider the context of smart build-
ings, a market projected to surpass $121.6 billion by 2026 [18,
2]. A key application within this ecosystem is space an-
alytics [2, 7, 17], which enables managers to make data-
driven decisions by collecting and analyzing historical and
real-time data on space utilization and occupancy patterns.
Currently, space analytics requires either a dense network of
expensive and maintenance-intensive sensors or a reliance on
booking systems that infer utilization via user interactions.
With universal data access, a paradigm shift towards a “self-
serve” space becomes possible, reducing costs and improv-
ing resource utilization. In this scenario, building managers
can leverage data from tenants’ BYOD devices (e.g., lap-
tops, smartphones, wearables), with user consent, to enhance
the accuracy of space analytics. Tenants’ devices contribute
real-time occupancy data, reducing the need for dedicated
sensor installations and offering more precise occupancy in-
sights.

Taking this example further, smart buildings could also
connect with the data ecosystem of a city, receiving real-time
data about factors such as traffic conditions, weather fore-
casts, and event schedules [21]. These data can be utilized
to further optimize building operations like energy manage-
ment and to improve tenant services. More broadly, for en-
terprises and business, the potential for having universal data
access goes beyond cost and efficiency. By facilitating real-
time data exchange with different business entities, e.g., from
transport services to local restaurants – businesses can un-
lock new revenue streams. For example, by sharing real-time
data about their customers’ preferences and behaviors (with
proper consent), businesses can offer personalized marketing
and services, creating additional revenue opportunities.
#2: Benefits for end-users. Imagine a day in the life of



a city resident in a world with universal data access. As she
(1) wakes up in the morning, her smart home has already pre-
pared the perfect environment by adjusting the lighting, tem-
perature, and even playing her favorite music, having seam-
lessly accessed data from her sleep tracking app. (2) Upon
heading to the gym, her fitness tracker automatically shares
her health stats and exercise preferences with the gym’s net-
work. This data enables personalized workout recommen-
dations and real-time progress tracking, enhancing her fit-
ness routine. Meanwhile, the tracker collects data about the
gym’s equipment usage, contributing to a community dataset
that the gym uses to optimize its facilities. (3) She then vis-
its a shopping mall, where her smartphone connects to the
mall’s network. The mall system, equipped with data about
her past purchases and preferences, guides her to stores with
items she might like, improving her shopping experience. As
she moves around, her phone shares anonymized data about
her shopping behaviors, aiding the mall in improving store
placements and customer service. (4) Taking public transit
to work, her phone communicates with the transit system,
providing real-time updates on schedules and seat availabil-
ity. In return, her device shares usage pattern data, assisting
the transit authority in improving routes and schedules. (5)
Finally, at her office, walking into a meeting room automati-
cally connects her smartphone to the room’s systems, allow-
ing her to control the environment and be informed of the
room’s schedule. Her device, in return, provides data about
room usage and energy consumption patterns to the building
management system.
Summary. To summarize, we argue that IoDA can offer en-
terprises significant improvements in operational efficiency,
cost savings, and potential revenue growth by establishing
an interconnected data ecosystem. Meanwhile, from a user
perspective, IoDA can create a highly personalized, efficient,
and responsive living and working environment.

2.3 Technical Requirements for IoDA

We argue that to achieve universal data access, the following
requirements are necessary:

• #1 Universal accessibility: Data should be accessible from
any location, domain, and on any device, when allowed
so. Similar to how the Internet provides universal access
to information, universal data access implies that all rele-
vant data is readily available when/wherever it is needed.

• #2 Interoperability: Data from different sources should
be readily compatible or easily made so for access. This
means that data apps from disparate organizations/domains
should be able to exchange and use the information.

• #3 Real-Time and opportunistic access: Depending on
the nature of the data and its use, access should be allowed
to happen in real-time or near real-time. There should not
be significant latency that would render the data outdated
and therefore less useful. Besides, data apps should be
allowed for opportunistically access data, adapting to un-
expected data sources and data consumers/other data apps.

Figure 1: IoDA architecture vs. today.

• #4 Bi-directionality: Universal data access is not only
about consuming data but also about contributing data.
Data apps should be able to easily contribute data to the
pool of data, as well as consume data from it.

• #5 Ease of use: Accessing data should be as simple and
intuitive as connecting to and using a network. It should
not require specialized knowledge or complex procedures.

• #6 Security and privacy: Given the sensitive nature of
many types of data (e.g., PII data) that might be accessed
and shared, it’s imperative that senew curity measures are
in place to protect data integrity and confidentiality.

We’ll revisit these requirements as we describe the designs
of our IoDA proposal (§3).

3 A Design Proposal
This section present the design requirements and principles
(§3.1) and the approach meeting these principles (§3.2).

3.1 Principles

The highest guiding principles of IoDA is striving for sim-
plicity - both in the sense of arriving at a simple design that
is easy-to-adopt as well as the simplifying the applications
and users it aim for. Data access should be easy and intuitive
to be ubiquitous, and the processes of contributing and con-
suming data should be as straightforward as uploading and
downloading packets from the Internet, from the perspective
of data apps. We propose the following design principles:

• Design Principle #1: Unified abstractions for data ac-
cess: A cornerstone of IoDA’s design is the concept of
unified data app abstractions, whereby a data app is both
a data consumer and a data contributor. This role com-
bination eliminates technological barriers that could po-
tentially trap data in silos. From a technical standpoint,
the data app abstraction in IoDA serves as both a data
source and a data app, providing a unified interface for
data sources (like an IoT sensor), data consumers (such
as a dashboard), and entities that perform both functions
(e.g., a smart light adjusting to power settings while ro-
porting energy readings). This unification simplifies sys-
tem operations by allowing the use of a consistent set of
mechanisms across all layers.

• Design Principle #2: Treating metadata as data but de-
coupling it from actual data: This principle addresses
the issue of metadata, which is integral for the organiza-



tion, access, and interpretation of data. In IoDA, metadata
is treated as data, enabling its independent management
and processing. However, it’s important to decouple meta-
data from the actual data to ensure their independent evo-
lution and operation and to prevent unnecessary coupling.

• Design Principle #3: Allowing data app composition at
any layer and across any domains: IoDA should support
data app composition at any layer, and the system mech-
anisms should not hinder this functionality. This design
allows multiple data apps or domains to be federated or
combined, irrespective of their layers or app domains.

• Design Principle #4: Decoupling specifications from
executions on all layers: Specifications and executions
should be independent at all system levels in IoDA. This
principle has two main advantages. First, it enables indi-
vidual app providers/domains to choose their implementa-
tions of the data processing systems without affecting the
shared semantics of data processing and sharing. For ex-
ample, while one domain might use Databricks for data
processing, another might employ Snowflake; however,
the overall semantic interpretation of the data processing
pipelines remains consistent. Second, such decoupling
also enables optimizations and verifications at all levels,
enhancing the system’s overall efficiency and reliability.

3.2 Approach

To help elaborate on our design, we define the following con-
cepts within IoDA: (i) data app: A data app consumes and
provides data, acting as the instantiation of data access. A
data app could be an end-user interface, a UI, or a dashboard;
(ii) data domain: Each domain is owned by different do-
main owners, with clear boundaries for data access and pol-
icy enforcement; and (iii) metadata: This encompasses data
schemas, access endpoints, and data descriptions, which pro-
vide information for locating and accessing data. (iv) data:
The actual data records. Our design below focuses on IoT-
like data, which can be structured or semi-structured.
Overview. The design of the IoDA layer comprises the fol-
lowing components: (a) Data gateway (gate): A data gate-
way curates data, making it ready for consumption by the
data app and other data gates. It consumes data from de-
fined data sources and exports processed data. Serving as
both a specification interface for the data app developers and
a runtime execution abstraction. (b) Wire: Data wires are the
“conduits” or “pipes” that connect data gateways and execute
data movements and interconnections across multiple data
gates, either within or across circuits. (c) Circuit: Circuits
are formed by interconnected gates, offering global abstrac-
tion, visibility, and optimization across these gates. Each
domain can have one or multiple data circuits. (d) Gate Res-
olution Protocol (GRP) and Border Gate Resolution Proto-
col (bGRP): These protocols facilitate data exchanges within
and across domains, effectively supporting the flow of data
in the IoDA.
D1: Designing for universal data abstraction. The main ob-

jective is to recognize the shared representation and instan-
tiation of data access and curation. We propose the con-
cept of a data gateway, analogous to packet routers/gateways
and middleboxes that process incoming packets and forward
them to other gateways.
Data gateway (gate). IoDA represents each context with a
gate. A gate consists of three components: a data store, one
or more input ports (iports), and one or more output ports
(oports). These three abstractions allow a gate to ingest, pro-
cess, store, and export data records to/from other gates.

• Input port (iport). An iport of a gate retrieves data from
one or multiple data sources. A gate can have multiple
iports, each identified uniquely. Each iport processes the
ingested data with its dataflow, which contains operators
(e.g., sort, join) and functions (e.g., sum, avg) that process
a sequence of input data records and generate a sequence
of output records. The derived data is written to the store.

• Output port (oport). An oport exposes data records in the
data store to data consumers such as other gates, apps, and
users. At runtime, the oport reads data from the data store,
processes it, and caches it persistently. We refer to this re-
sulting data as the "oport view". The oport supports inter-
faces to query or watch the data records. A gate can have
multiple oports, and entities can retrieve data by querying
one or more of the gate’s oports. The data schemas and
access control policies are specified in each oport.

• Data store. The data store is an interface to the domain’s
data storage choices, such as a database or an object store.

• Data and metadata flow. The data flow refers to the actual
data records exchanged between data apps. It can be struc-
tured, semi-structured, or free-form data. For the smart
city use case, IoT data records are envisioned to be rep-
resented in JSON or JSON-like formats, which provide
richer types. Besides, each gate exposes metadata about
the data, such as data schemas, contextual information,
and data descriptions, to facilitate data discovery.

• D2: Designing for data discovery The high-level goal of
designing data discovery in IoDA is to discover the oports
across different gates and domains.

• Gate addressing. Each gate is identified using a specific
addressing format: domain/gate/oport. This ad-
dressing scheme allows for referencing individual output
ports. The domain name can be derived from existing
naming infrastructure, such as Internet domain names, pub-
lic ledger addresses [25], or GitHub accounts or organiza-
tions [8]. It’s important to note that the gate address is
distinct from the network address.

• Gate Resolution Service. The Gate Resolution Service
(GRS) resolves gate addresses, similar to how DNS re-
solves domain names to internet addresses. However, the
GRS differs from DNS in that it resolves the iport’s data
source to an oport address based on both the metadata of
the source gate and the destination gate. This resolution
process takes into account the specific metadata of the



Figure 2: Data exchanges intra- and inter-domain.

gates involved in order to determine the appropriate gate
address for data discovery.

D3: Designing for cross-Domain access Cross-domain ac-
cess in IoDA enables data sharing and collaboration between
different domains. To support secure and controlled data ex-
change across domains, we propose two components:

• Wire Besides data movement, the wire component in IoDA
is also responsible for gate authentication and authoriza-
tion. It establishes secure communication channels be-
tween gates to ensure that data is transmitted only be-
tween authenticated and authorized gates. The wire com-
ponent also enforces access control, verifying the identity
and permissions of gates involved in the data exchange.

• Circuit The circuit component in IoDA focuses on topol-
ogy verification and enforcement. A circuit is formed by
interconnected gates, representing the logical path through
which data flows between domains. The circuit provides
a global abstraction and visibility across gates, allowing
for optimized data movement and processing. In addi-
tion, the circuit verifies the connectivity and integrity of
the gates within the topology, ensuring that data can be
exchanged seamlessly between domains while maintain-
ing the required security and privacy measures.

D4: Designing for privacy and security We focus on the fol-
lowing high-level points privacy and security:

• Access control. IoDA incorporates access control mecha-
nisms to regulate data access. Role-based Access Control
(RBAC) is employed to determine which roles can access
specific data. This ensures that only authorized entities
can interact with the data.

• Ownership. IoDA can improve data ownership and con-
trol. Gate operators have the authority to determine where
and how context data is stored. This allows them to main-
tain control over their data and choose the storage systems
that align with their requirements.

• Provenance and Governance. IoDA enables the tracking
of data provenance, capturing the sources and modifica-
tions of data. This provides transparency and accountabil-
ity in data handling. Further, IoDA supports governance
policies that ensure data quality and compliance with reg-
ulations. These policies enable users to define rules and
restrictions on data usage to maintain privacy and meet
regulatory standards.

IoDA Deployment. IoDA allows different deployment strate-
gies. A common scenario involves users utilizing a lightweight

client-side app to interact with gates deployed in either a
cloud or on-premises environment. IoDA providers, such as
SaaS companies, operate IoDA clusters comprising the run-
time components and users’ gates. A user’s gate is hosted
by a “home provider,” while the option to register gates with
non-home providers enables gate integration across clusters.
For example, a device vendor may act as a provider, run-
ning a user’s phone gate as a service accessible through a
phone app. When a user joins a context like a building,
their device gate automatically connects with the building’s
gate hosted by a separate provider. Other scenarios include
single-provider gate hosting or apps incorporating known/pre-
configured gates, ensuring flexibility and seamless integra-
tion within an IoDA cluster.

4 Call for Research Dialogue
Why is systems and networking community well-suited
for designing IoDA? Our networking community possesses
the essential characteristics necessary for designing IoDA.
First, our community encompasses multiple disciplines, mak-
ing it inherently multi-disciplinary [31] (see below). Sec-
ond, as experts in data communication, we have the techni-
cal expertise and insights required to address the challenges
of data access and sharing. We have a deep understanding of
networking techniques and perspectives, which can be lever-
aged to design IoDA effectively. Third, our community has
a successful track record in solving interoperation problems,
as demonstrated by our accomplishments in building and
evolving the Internet. By applying the principles and lessons
learned from previous networking advancements [24, 32, 23,
22], we are at the vantage point to develop IoDA.
Why is collaboration with other communities crucial for
IoDA’s success? The realization of IoDA relies on the col-
laboration with other communities too. First, the system
community, encompassing big data systems, streaming sys-
tems, IoT systems, cloud computing, and edge systems, plays
a pivotal role in providing the underlying infrastructure and
technologies required by IoDA. Second, the database com-
munity brings expertise in data models [11], data integra-
tion [26], query optimization [28], and data engine design [27].
Their knowledge and advancements are essential for devel-
oping robust and efficient data processing and management
mechanisms within IoDA. Finally, the HCI community spe-
cializing in user interface design plays a critical role in shap-
ing the user experience of universal data apps, ensuring they
are intuitive, accessible, and user-friendly.

Further, there is a pressing need to address the growing
dominance of “incumbents” such as Snowflake [19] in the
data industry. To democratize data and empower users to
control their own data and access, it is crucial to develop
an IoDA layer that fosters data ownership and accessibility.
This paper serves as an early call for research dialogue, invit-
ing collaboration and discussions among researchers and prac-
titioners from various communities. We are actively proto-
typing systems to support the IoDA layer and will share our
findings and experiences in our follow-up papers.
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